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Abstract

Background: Hypertension is prevalent in Africa with an established role for dietary sodium. Also the low potassium in the diet of Africans is said to play 
a significant role in the disease and its complications. With most populations unable to meet their potassium needs through fruits and vegetable intake, it 
becomes necessary to look for convenient and culturally acceptable means of meeting the requirement. As most sodium intake is through dietary ingestion of 
table salt in cooked and processed food, it would be very important to establish sodium and potassium contents of common seasonings used in cooking. We 
therefore sought to determine the sodium and potassium contents of common seasonings used in cooking in our environment. That way we would be in an 
evidence-based position to know which ones to recommend.

Methods: We procured from the open market in Jos, common seasonings used to cook in our environment, (a commercial seasoning powder, 2 
commercial seasoning cubes, table salt, traditional rock salt and traditional seasoning powder)  analyzing them for sodium and potassium contents after 
making standard solutions from each. 

Results: Table salt had the highest sodium and lowest potassium contents. The sodium levels fell with a slight rise in potassium when it came to the 
commercially produced seasonings. The traditional seasonings had yet lower sodium and much higher potassium contents with sodium/potassium ratio being 
lowest for “tooka”, a traditional seasoning powder.

Conclusion: Given the foregoing, traditional seasonings especially “tooka” would be the recommended seasoning in our environment for a favourable 
impact on individual and population blood pressure by reducing dietary sodium/potassium ratio.
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to systolic and diastolic blood pressures, an effect thought to play a 
significant role in the high prevalence of hypertension in blacks [5]. 
Independent of its effect on blood pressure, high intake of potassium 
reduces incidence of cardiovascular and cerebrovascular accidents 
[6]. The effects of both sodium and potassium are closely related; and 
human studies show that blood pressure raising potentials of high 
sodium intake are blunted by potassium supplementation [7]. 

One of the patient related barriers to hypertension control in 
Africans is dietary especially low potassium and high sodium intake 
[8]; hence the dietary recommendation to increase potassium and 

Introduction
It has been known for long that a direct and continuous 

relationship exists between dietary sodium (Na) intake and blood 
pressure; the result of which is higher prevalence of hypertension and 
associated cardiovascular diseases in those whose dietary intake of 
sodium is high [1,2]. This dietary salt and blood pressure response 
varies in the population with some individuals more sensitive than 
others [3]. Africans are known to express high salt sensitivity and this 
is one of the explanations for a higher prevalence of hypertension in 
them [4]. On the contrary, potassium (K) intake is inversely related 
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reduce sodium in order to control hypertension. In sub-Saharan Africa 
salt consumption is mainly in the diet. This is from the addition of salt 
during cooking and at table as well as the use of flavourings in cubes 
and powder form, since the use of processed food is not so common 
[9]. Since life style and dietary modifications are most successful 
if tailored to customs and tradition [10], we decided to compare 
sodium and potassium contents of common seasonings (traditional 
and commercially prepared) used in cooking in our environment 
against that of table salt. This is to put us in a strong evidence based 
position to advise our patients on dietary salt intake while suggesting 
culturally sensitive ways to reduce sodium and increase potassium; 
since the food industry hardly includes appropriate labeling about 
salt content on products. Successful attainment of these goals helps in 
hypertension prevention and control. This derives from the fact that 
modest reductions in dietary salt substantially reduce cardiovascular 
events thus reducing medical costs [11]; and should be a target for 
public health manipulation.

Methods
 Common seasonings used for cooking in our environment were 

procured from the open market in Jos, Nigeria. They included table 
salt, two different popular brands of seasoning cubes and one popular 
brand of seasoning powder. Two popular traditional seasoning 
materials were also procured to compare with the commercially 
produced ones. These were “kanwa” (lake salt) and “tooka”. The 
former is in solid form and is produced by boiling to evaporation, 
water from salt lakes or in some instances recovered as granules while 
digging under the soil in the same area(s). The latter is in powder form 
and is produced by cooking the chaff of a local cereal (millet) called 
“acha” after crushing and mixing with water. This is then sieved to 
discard the sediments. The sieved fluid is then boiled to evaporation 
leaving a golden brown powder used as seasoning in cooking.

One gram of each material was measured and dissolved in 10 mls 
of distilled de-ionised water and used as the working solution. One 
hundred mls of each working solution was added to 9.9 mls of de-
ionised distilled water in separate containers. One hundred mls of the 
standard was treated the same way as the working solutions to bring 
the standard concentration to 160mmol/l. Sodium and potassium 
were then determined for each working solution by flame photometry 
in the analytical laboratory of National Veterinary Research Institute, 
Vom near Jos by BND and GONE.

Results
 The table salt expectedly had the highest sodium content and 

lowest potassium content. This was followed in sodium content 
by the commercially prepared seasoning powder with potassium 
content as low as for table salt. The two seasoning cubes were almost 
equal in sodium content, roughly seven times less than for table salt. 
Their potassium content was roughly six times greater than for table 
salt. For the traditional seasonings, the lake salt “kanwa” had sodium 
in the same range as the commercially prepared seasoning cubes, but 
had double their potassium content. For the traditional seasoning 
powder “tooka”, the sodium was markedly less than the rest with very 
high potassium levels. In order of sodium/potassium ratio, the table 
salt was highest and “tooka” the least. Table 1 shows the details of the 
results.                                                                             

Discussion
Almost in all instances hypertension treatment guidelines 

recommend non-pharmacological measures (life style modification) 
to control hypertension, a major one being salt restriction in diet 
[12]. Life style modification is known to work better if tailored to 
the individual or group cultural heritage, beliefs and norms [13,14]. 
Salt taste threshold is known to be higher in hypertensives and their 
off springs [15,16]. Taste attitude is a very high predictor of added 
salt in food [17] and determines what individuals or groups use in 
food as seasoning. The tendency is that individuals at greater risk for 
hypertension would crave more table salt in food, further fuelling a 
rise in their blood pressures. The above notwithstanding, it is possible 
to achieve significant salt reduction in the population; and Adeyemo 
has shown the feasibility in Nigeria [18].

This study has found that commercially produced seasonings 
used in cooking in our environment though better than table salt 
in sodium and potassium profile could add significantly to the 
sodium intake if used in addition to table salt in cooking. This is 
highest for the seasoning powder. The traditional seasoning salt 
(kanwa) though with sodium in the same range as the commercially 
prepared seasonings has about double to triple their potassium 
content; and hence better regarding sodium/potassium profile than 
the commercially prepared seasonings. The best turned out to be the 
traditional seasoning powder (tooka) which has very low sodium 
and high potassium contents resulting in the least sodium/potassium 
ratio. This makes it ideal for seasoning in hypertensives and those 
prone to the disease. It is known that high sodium/potassium ratios 
contribute to hypertension and several cardiovascular diseases [19]. 
Use of such plant based seasonings with low sodium/potassium ratio 
could partly explain the lower prevalence of hypertension in the rural 
areas where they are used more commonly than the commercially 
prepared seasonings.

Potassium intake all over the world is lower than desired [20]. 
In the west improved intake is by recommended intake in fruits and 
vegetables [21]. Unfortunately this is low there [22] as well as in our 
environment for reasons ranging from cost, lack of storage facilities 
and group food habits. Seasonings used for cooking would seem to 
be a convenient way of increasing potassium intake since most of 
the sodium intake is via table salt used in food. Use of traditional 
seasonings like “tooka” in this case should be encouraged in our 
environment and the commercially produced ones discouraged 
in addition to table salt used for cooking. Where flavor becomes a 
great issue, non salt containing seasonings like onion, garlic, curry 

TS CSP CSC1 CSC2 TSS TSP

Na (mmol/l) 700 143.6 106 104 110 32

K (mmol/l) 0.1 0.1 0.5 0.6 1.4 71.2

Na/K 7000 1436 212 173 79 0.4

Table 1: Sodium (Na), Potassium (K) contents and Sodium/Potassium (Na/K) 
ratios of common seasonings used in cooking on the Jos Plateau.

Key: TS - Table salt, CSP - Commercial seasoning powder, CSC1 - 
Commercial seasoning cube 1, CSC2 - Commercial seasoning cube 2, TSS 
- Traditional seasoning salt, TSP - Traditional seasoning powder
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pepper and nutmeg or various traditional plant based seasonings 
could suffice, to prevent high sodium intake in diet with consequent 
hypertension. Such individual and population intervention in food 
habits would go a long way in keeping hypertension statistics low and 
by extension its attendant complications; especially in blacks where 
a modest reduction in sodium intake is associated with significant 
decreases in blood pressure [23]. Smith-Sprangler et al. [24] have 
shown how efforts in the population to decrease sodium intake result 
in decreased cardiovascular disease burden. The same applies to stroke 
as Gardener et al have also found that low dietary reduces incidence 
of stroke [25].      

Until large scale co-operation by the food industry is achieved in 
this regard (especially in appropriate sodium labeling of products), 
our roles as clinicians should hinge on education of the public 
regarding dietary choices towards decreasing dietary sodium intake.
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